CHW PROFILE FORM INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL
CHW Collaborative Workforce

The purpose of this manual is to help guide you in filling out the CHW Profile Form. In addition
to protocols, this document includes answers to questions you may have when handling the forms

HOW TO ACCESS THE CHW PROFILE FORM
There are two methods to accessing the CHW Profile Form

Use the following link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/RQYBCRY

OR

QR Code:
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HOW TO FILL OUT THE CHW PROFILE FORM SURVEY
This section of the manual will break down the survey step by step to clarify any questions or
confusion you may have.
Q1: Agreement terms

Q2: CHW1 or CHW 2 Grant or BOTH CHW1 & CHW2

Indicate here which grant you are filling this out for.
*If you were PREVIOUSLY in CHW1, and moving forward in CHW2
→ If you have filled out the CHW Profile form in CHW1, please click on ‘CHW2’
→ If you have NOT filled the CHW Profile form in CHW1, please click on ‘CHW1&CHW2’
If you are in CHW2, please click on ‘CHW2’
If you are in CHW1, please click on ‘CHW1’
If you are unsure about which grant you are on- please ask your manager or supervisor.
Q3: Partner Organization Name
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Indicate here which partner organization you work for. NAOPO members are listed together
followed by all partners directly contracting with AAPCHO in order of state and name.

Q4: CHW Identifier

Indicate your CHW identifier that is specific to you. If you are unsure, please ask your
supervisor/manager. Your supervisor/manager will be assigning you a CHW identifier. If they are
not, please have them contact Nashia, Julia, and Vanessa
Q5: Health Center Name

Indicate the health center that you are working/employed for.
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Q6: Residential Zip Code

Indicate the zip code (postal code – 5 numbers) where you reside or where you get your mail
Q7: Housing Status

Indicate if you own the house that you currently live in
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Q6: Household Size Number

Indicate the number of people who live in the residential space, including yourself
Q9: Community

Indicate if you live in the same community where the health center is located.
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Q10: Zip Codes - Outreach

If possible, list all the zip codes you know where you will be working at. If you are unsure of all
of the zip codes, list the most common ones.
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Q11: Vaccination Status

Indicate your vaccination status for COVID-19. Fully vaccinated: if you received both primary
doses (Pfizer/Moderna) or 1 Johnson & Johnson.
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Q12: Type of COVID-19 Vaccine

Indicate the type of vaccine you received. If you got a mix-match for the primary doses, indicate
the first shot.
Q13: Age

Indicate your age.
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Q14: Gender Identity

Indicate your gender identity.
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Q15: Sexual Orientation

Indicate your sexual orientation.
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Q16: Race

Indicate your race. If you have more than one race, you are able to check multiple boxes.
Q17: Ethnicity

Indicate your specific cultural/ethnic group.
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Q18: Hispanic/Latino/Latina/Latinx

Indicate if you are Hispanic or Latino/Latina/Latinx
Hispanic: Individuals who have a background in a Spanish-speaking country
Latino/Latina/Latinx: Individuals who have a background or are from a Latin American country
Q19: Language

If you speak another language besides English, indicate ‘Yes’. List the other language below. Do
not include English in the box.
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Q20: Preferred Language

Click on the preferred language(s) you like to speak, other than English.
Q21: Marital status

Indicate your current relationship status
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Q22: Level of Education

Indicate the highest level of education completed. If you are currently in school, indicate your
previous level.
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Q23: CHW/Work Hours

List the number of hours you are working per week. If it varies – indicate the average or what is
stated in your contract
Q24: Multiple Job Status

If you have more than one job (paying), indicate ‘Yes’. If you do not have another job – indicate
‘No’.
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Q25: Hourly Pay

If you are paid hourly (there is an agreed pay rate per hour), indicate ‘Yes’. Enter in your rate per
hour.
If you have a fixed stipend or amount for each paycheck, indicate ‘No – I get paid an annual
salary, not by an hourly wage’.
If you do not receive financial compensation, click ‘No – I do not get paid at all for this job – this
is a volunteer position’.
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Q26: Annual Salary

If you get paid hourly, click on ‘No – I get paid by an hourly wage, not an annual salary’
If this is a volunteer position, or you do not receive any financial compensation, click on ‘No – I
do not get paid at all for this job – this is a volunteer position’
If you receive an annual salary (a fixed amount for the year), please click on ‘Yes – I get an
annual salary’, and indicate the fixed amount that was agreed upon from you and the health
center
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Q27: Total Household Income

Indicate the total amount of income from all job(s) from yourself and your partner.
Q28: Previous Experience

If you have any experience with working directly in the community, click on ‘Yes I have past
experience with community outreach work’. This includes both paid and unpaid experience.
Describe your experiences by the position title.
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If you do not have any previous experience, click on ‘No’
Q29: Government/Federal Resources/Tools

If you plan on using specific resources from the government, state, or federal such as CDC,
HRSA, NIH – please indicate ‘Yes’. Resources can include information on COVID-19, best
practices, etc.
Q30: Activities/Job Duties/Responsibilities

Click on all of the activities and responsibilities that fall under your position/volunteer
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Q30: Following Up Activities

Some CHWs are following up with community members who require more information or time
to decide whether they are interested in becoming vaccinated with the COVID-19 vaccine.
Indicate what methods/activities you will be using to follow up with community members.
Q32: Assistance - Identifying Vaccine Locations for Community Members

Some CHWs are helping community members to find the closest location to get the vaccine. If
you are helping people to find vaccine sites, select all the methods that you plan on using.
Q33: Assistance – Transportation

Some CHWs are helping community members to get transportation to get vaccinated. If you are
helping people with finding transportation, select all the methods that you plan on using.
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Q34: Questions/Comments

If you have any questions, comments, feedback, or concerns about the CHW Workforce
Collaborative imitative, please indicate them in this box.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Who’s required to fill out the survey? Only CHWs?
Any staff members who are part of the CHW Workforce Collaborative. This can include, but is
not limited to: CHWs, Outreach assistants, project managers, CHW managers.
Why do we need to fill out this survey?
This survey helps us understand how to increase COVID-19 vaccination rates and to help tailor
materials and resources for you
When is the best time to fill out this survey?
This survey is best to be filled out immediately
How long does this survey take to fill out?
This takes approximately 15-25 minutes
Can I return to the survey if I haven’t completed it?
No, you must finish the survey once you start it
What if I don’t know my CHW identifier?
Write down the CHW identifier that you use when filling out the Community Member Profile
Form
What if I work for a chapter or a separate organization that is housed underneath the
Health Center?
Indicate the health center name
What if my position is only temporary? Do I still need to fill out this survey?
Yes, this survey will still need to be completed, regardless of if it is paid/internship. Even
temporarily, HRSA still requires anyone who is employed
What if I moved and some of my information changed? Do I need to redo the form?
The form only needs to be completed once. So if you moved or changed employers, no need to
redo the form again
What if I’m not comfortable sharing some information? Will it be shared to my employer?
This is completely anonymous and confidential. Nothing will be shared to the employer or other
AAPCHO staff members. Only Nashia and Julia will have access to the data. No questions can
be tied to your identity as well to ensure amenity. There is also the option: I prefer not to answer
What if I don’t know all of the methods that I’m going to be using just yet?
Indicate the ones that you do know, or planning to
What if I’m a student, what level of education do I put down?
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Indicate your previous school. If you are working on obtaining a bachelor’s degree and you have
a high school diploma or GED, indicate – high school diploma/GED
What if I don’t have consistent hours?
If you don’t have consistent hours, you can put the average number of hours or minimum
What if I have another job? Is that going to impact this position?
No, your other jobs or volunteer positions will not be impacted at all, or this position. Your
employer will not be receiving this information.
For my hourly pay, do I need to include overtime?
No, do not include overtime. Include the rate that was agreed upon
For the annual total household income, what if I don’t have a partner or spouse? I live
alone or with family, what would I put for the total household income?
Put your own annual income
What if I don’t know all of the resources/tools that I’m going to be using from the Federal
government?
You do not need to know all of the resources or tools you’re going to be using. Indicate ones that
you consistently use or trust
What if I have more questions about the survey that was not answered through this
manual?
Please contact Nashia and Julia, and CC’ Vanessa with your question(s).
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Contact Information:
Nashia Choudhury, Program Director: nchoudhury@aapcho.org
Vanessa Wan, Program Coordinator: vwan@aapcho.org
Julia Liu, Data Lead: jliu@aapcho.org
Jen Lee, Deputy Director of AAPCHO: jlee@aapcho.org
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